Radiosurgical Subthalamic Nucleotomy.
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) is the reference technique in Parkinson's disease (PD) at different stages of complications. Some patients cannot afford DBS due to anticoagulation or comorbidities or due to pecuniary reasons. Radiosurgery is a minimally invasive stereotactic technique, with no craniotomy and subsequently no risk of bleeding or infection. Its good safety efficacy profile has been established in the treatment of tremor, and the postoperative care issues are simple with a much shorter hospital stay (mean 48 h). The application of radiosurgery to STN target in PD as an alternative to DBS is being debated. The lesion of the STN is presumed to induce hemiballism. Experimental works suggest a potential lower risk of hemiballism in animal models of PD. However, radiofrequency ablation of the STN is associated with a significant rate of severe dyskinesia, sometimes permanent and severe enough to request salvage pallidotomies. The positive experience of VIM radiosurgery in tremor and its capacity to create precise, accurate and well-controlled lesions provides reasonable rationale for the evaluation of this technique when applied to STN in PD. Preliminary results till date have shown the absence of severe permanent dyskinesia. Prospective controlled trials are mandatory to evaluate the safety efficacy of this technique in PD.